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Samsung s9 plus launch date in india

tech2 News StaffMar 06, 2018 13:22:13 ISTSamsung at an event held in New Delhi, launched its much-awaited Galaxy S9 smartphones. The Korean electronics giant launched two models as a continuation of the Galaxy S series of devices with a standard Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9+ with prices starting from Rs 57,900. Both smartphones will go on sale
in India on 16 March. The Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9 Plus. Image: Samsung Newsroom The Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+ were first announced at the Mobile World Congress 2018 (MWC) which took place in Barcelona, Spain, a little over a week ago. Both smartphones have now been launched in India and they also arrive with some new storage
variants, unlike the past. The standard Samsung Galaxy S9 is priced at Rs 57,900 for the 64 GB model while the 256 GB variant is priced at Rs 65,900. The bigger Samsung Galaxy S9+ packs in more in terms of specifications and is priced even higher at Rs 64,900 for the base 64 GB model and Rs 72,900 for the top-of-the-line 256 GB model. While the
price tags may sound a bit too high for an Android smartphone, they are still priced below Apple’s iPhone 8 and 8 Plus devices in the Indian market that start from Rs 67,940. The new smartphones from Samsung are also priced a bit higher in comparison to Samsung’s own Galaxy S8 launch price which was set at Rs 57,900 last year. The Samsung
Galaxy S9 Plus. Image: Evan Blass/Twitter Pricing aside, the new Galaxy S series smartphone do pack plenty of news hardware despite the similar Galaxy S8-like design. The S9 features a 5.8-inch curved Super AMOLED display while the larger S9+ comes with a 6.2-inch curved Super AMOLED unit. Both displays pack in Quad HD+ resolution
delivering a pixel-bashing 570 ppi on the smaller S9. Inside, the Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+ features a brand-new Exynos 9810 SoC clocked at 2.8 GHz which has been manufactured using the 10 nm process that should, in theory, deliver better battery life. Samsung has finally given its customers more reasons to go in for its Plus model this year by
including 6 GB RAM instead of 4 GB RAM on the standard S9 model. Both models will be available in 64 GB and 256 GB storage models and also offer expandable storage supporting microSD card of up to 400 GB. The camera is another area where the Galaxy S9 Plus model sees a change. The standard Galaxy S9 model gets a single 12 MP camera
module with the new dual aperture feature that allows for better low light photos in low light conditions. The S9+ model gets a dual 12 MP camera setup with dual OIS with one telephoto lens and another wide angle lens. All the details and changes in the Samsung Galaxy S9. Samsung Mobile Press The front-facing camera is an 8 MP f/1.7 aperture
that comes with autofocus. Connectivity options include support for gigabit speeds (definitely not in India) with LTE Cat.18, Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (2.4/5 GHz), Bluetooth v5.0, NFC, MST and USB Type-C port at the bottom end which is also accompanied by a 3.5 mm headphone jack. Samsung’s offers a number of authentications methods like on the
Note 8 but now includes a new face unlock feature that combines the standard face unlock with iris scanning, to make it more secure compared other offerings in the Android space. While the design has remained the same, the Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+ feature a fingerprint reader that is now closer to the centre of the back panel making it easier
to access than before. Samsung has also added a stereo speaker setup tuned by audio specialists AKG. Other notable features of the Galaxy S9 also include its ability to capture super slow motion video at 960 fps. Both smartphones pack in Android 8.0 with the Samsung Experience UI 9.0 4.4★ 3,598 ratings &3,597 reviews 5 ★ 2,462 4 ★ 632 3 ★ 201
2 ★ 81 1 ★ 222 Displaying 1-10 of 3,597 reviews Sort By: Most Helpful Latest Positive Reviews Negative Reviews Gonzalo Siron (Dec 3, 2018) on Gadgets 360 Battery life is very poor, when fully charged in the morning, it needs to be re-charge at night, Is this review helpful? (10) (3) Reply Info . (Mar 22, 2018) on Gadgets 360 Recommends actually
an Iphone Killer! Great quality and performance and excellent UI. Camera is better than Iphone for taking pictures in low light and the 256GB variant with dual Sim capability just kills the Iphone! Is this review helpful? (4) Reply great phone with wonderful features Sarathchandra Repaka (Dec 23, 2018) on Gadgets 360 Recommends I love the
Samsung phones for their interface ,even though they may not be as fluid with respect to animations as the stock android the Samsung interface has improved quite a bit. I was a previous owner of galaxy s4, s7 and now s9plus. the most disappointing phone of the 3 was s4 but s9 plus is a beautiful and wonderful phone which has all the features one
needs 1.camera (that blows you off) 2.WQHD OLED screen 3.wonderful stereo speakers 4.3.5mm headphone jack 5.flagship processor 6.fast charging 7.great stand by and battery back up for daily use (i am not a smartphone gamer) To conclude my experience finally it is a wonderful allrounder one can buy in this competitive market Is this review
helpful? (2) (1) Reply 2years of user review here... LogeshWaran S (Sep 3, 2021) on Gadgets 360 Recommends Build quality and features are amazing... this phone gives lot of positive feels to me with last 2years... i likes particularly on display & design... Dissatisfied on battery performance and bixby button... i got this for32k in flipkart very worthy at
this price... actual MRP.70k not worthy if you going to but at this price.... Is this review helpful? Reply heating problem , poor battery life Girish Kumar (Mar 21, 2018) on Gadgets 360 heating problem , poor battery life Is this review helpful? (1) (2) Reply Alok Gupta (May 12, 2018) on Gadgets 360 is the galaxy s9+ a best option as comparison to i
phone... plz advice me frndz... Is this review helpful? (3) (5) Reply Khoa Tran (Jun 21, 2018) on Gadgets 360 The S9+ battery is not good at all, it cant be score 9 and The camera is not good enough either if compare with Huawei P20 Pro while they have a same score. I sold S9+ just because of the very weak battery life and camera quality is not good
as P20 pro. Is this review helpful? (6) (9) Reply Jahur Arts (Mar 21, 2018) on Gadgets 360 old design and heating problem , nothing special batery life Is this review helpful? (5) Reply Manju G (Dec 31, 2019) on Flipkart Awesome!! Brilliant display.. Is this review helpful? (3) Reply Amarthiyan Amar (May 19, 2020) on Flipkart I brought it for 25k its too
good deal Is this review helpful? Reply Share:Samsung Galaxy S9+ arrives to dominate the flagship market with a brand new camera and a long-awaited audio modification. Priced at Rs. 51,880, this model is set to make history in the flagship phone market. Staying true to traditions and yet becoming unconventionally modern, S9+ retains the
headphone jack and the microSD slot, offering enough freedom of choices to users. While it may be of a high range, S9+ has brought in enough upgrades to make it worthy of the price, especially compared to the premium-priced iPhone series. /samsung-galaxy-s9-plus-2-price-in-indiaGet maximum cash for your old smartphone531 ppi, Super
AMOLEDSamsung Exynos 9 Octa 9810Li-ion, Fast ChargingDual SIM, GSM+GSM, Dual VoLTEThough it looks similar to S8+, Samsung S9+ has addressed some of the design issues faced by the previous model, like the incorrectly placed fingerprint scanner. To add to that, the killer camera installation armed with stunning clarity in low-light
photography brings photography to a whole new level. Couple that with a big screen and surrounding audio experience, and Samsung S9+ is going immerse you in some fantastic experiences. S9+ comes with a camera which is modeled after the human eye. Carrying the ability to change apertures based on the light availability, Samsung S9+
captures sharper images both in ideal-light and low-light situations and keeps the details in the picture with a human-eye-like accuracy. Finally arriving with stereo speakers, Samsung S9+ gets you a richer sound quality, featuring the booming Dolby Atmos. S9+ provides a large screen with rounded-edges and 360-degree sound promising to give you
a theatre-like experience. Samsung does not push boundaries with their battery, and while it brings in upgrades in performance, it remains way behind iPhone X. It may not be a revolutionary change over S8, but for the innovative camera and immersive audio technology – S9+ is worth it. Samsung Galaxy S9+ arrives to dominate the flagship market
with a brand new camera and a long-awaited audio modification. Priced at Rs. 51,880, this model is set to make history in the flagship phone market. Staying true to traditions and yet becoming unconventionally modern, S9+ retains the headphone jack and the microSD slot, offering enough freedom of choices to users. While it may be of a high
range, S9+ has brought in enough upgrades to make it worthy of the price, especially compared to the premium-priced iPhone series. Samsung Galaxy S9 Plus tops in style, courtesy to Samsung’s signature design of melding two glass panel with a metal frame. However, it does not change much of its design from the previous Samsung S8. It cuts
down a few millimeters to shorten the bezels, but even then the phone stays big for small or regular hands. A significant change is the positioning of the fingerprint reader at the back-center of the phone, just like most other Android sets. It is a significant change since the Samsung S8 had the terrible design of keeping the fingerprint scanner
adjacent to the camera making users accidentally smudge the lens. Unlike its rivals, Samsung sticks to tradition and comes with a 3.5mm headphone jack and a microSD slot. Like the previous model, it comes equipped with the digital assistant Bixby button. It’s in the same position, and there is no option to remap it without third-party software.
Samsung S9+ comes with an expansive 6.2-inch display, covering 90% of the front with minimal bezels to deal with. It has the standard 18.5:9 aspect ratio for current all-screen smartphones and the default FullHD 1080p display, but it can also to go up to Quad HD+ resolution. The combination produces sharper images and high contrast ratio, and if
you pair it with the futuristic curved edges, you get nothing short of a portable theatre experience. The S9+ scored a whopping 630 nits on the light meter, much higher than Pixel 2 XL’s 438 nits and 574 nits of iPhone X. So, with a sharper display and better sunlight legibility, Samsung S9+ bests its competition. In India, Samsung has equipped the
set with Exynos 9810 SoC, while many other countries got the Snapdragon 845. On paper, both these processors should perform the same. Partnered with 6GB RAM, you can engage in heavy 3D gaming, multiple app downloads, and run various apps – it does not show any lag till now. While iPhone X’s A11 is still one of the fastest chipsets, S9+ comes
a close second. Tests like exporting a 2-minute 4K video file found Galaxy S9+ taking 2 minutes and 32 seconds, faster than Pixel 2 XL’s 2 minutes 55 seconds but remaining significantly behind iPhone X’s 42 seconds. Low-light imaging gets a terrific boost with Samsung’s all-new flagship, the world’s first f/1.5 aperture equipped in a smartphone. It
has a unique Dual-Aperture technology. For low-light images, it switches to the f/1.5 aperture so that more light could be collected, and in more light, it moves to the f/2.4 aperture reducing the light intake and keeping the images from getting overexposed. It’s a human eye on a smartphone. Samsung S9+ can also take in 28% more light with 30%
less visual noise than S8+. The front camera is the same 8MP with autofocus as the Samsung S8+. Selfies are bright but may get oversaturated. Notably, Samsung S8+’s images may have a slightly reddish hue compared to iPhone X’s natural hues. S9+ packs the same 3,500 mAh battery as S8+, lasting for a day. Continuous web-surfing sees S9+
lasting an outstanding 10 hours and 59 minutes – a tad bit longer than iPhone X’s 10 hours 49 minutes. However, a 90 minutes looped HD video saw a 13% decrease in the battery. Fast Charging helps brings the phone from bone dry to 100% at only one hour 41 minutes. It also comes with wireless charging which is much faster than iPhone X. With a
human-eye-like camera and fantastic audio, Samsung has boosted its race to the top lists with S9+. The big-screen display is striking, and the upgrade in the performance will run any heavy game you want. However, Samsung S9+ is a big phone, and it is not handy at all. It also comes with an expensive price tag. If you already have an S8, the
upgrades do not look good enough to shell out the big bucks. However, if you own an old phone and want to enter the recent flagship-zone with a fantastic camera, better performance, and killer audio, Samsung Galaxy S9+ is worth considering. Samsung Galaxy F13 Spotted on Geekbench, may feature Exynos 850 SoCRecently, one of Samsung’s most
awaited phones, the Samsung Galaxy F13 was spotted on a Geekbench listing. This may suggest that the phone is due for a launch soon. The Galaxy F13 is expected to succeed the Samsung Galaxy F12 which came out in April last year. This upcoming Galaxy F-series phone might as well…Samsung Galaxy M33 5G Launched in India: Price, SpecsLike
the last year’s Samsung Galaxy M32 5G, Samsung has just unveil the Samsung Galaxy M33 5G mid-range smartphone in India. Comparing it to the previous generation device, the new Smartphone features an screen with a high refresh display. It has a larger battery, great camera optics, and much more. Let’s go over the phone’s…Samsung Galaxy
M33 Price Tipped Ahead of LaunchThe pricing of the Samsung Galaxy M33 5G in India has been revealed. On April 2, 2022, the smartphone will debut in India. It will take the place of the Galaxy M32 5G, which debuted in September of 2021. Moreover, the Samsung Galaxy M32 5G is priced at Rs 20,999 as a starting point. The…Samsung Galaxy
XCover Pro 2 Tipped: Details HereThe Samsung Galaxy XCover Pro 2, the South Korean brand’s rumoured rugged smartphone, is expected to be on the market shortly. There have been CAD renderings of the smartphone leaked online. Offering smartphone lovers an idea of what the phone may look like before the official announcement. It is likely to
have a 6.56-inch Infinity-V…Production of Samsung Galaxy M13 5G Starts in IndiaSamsung’s next M-series smartphone, Samsung Galaxy M13 5G, will be released later this year. As per the reports of 91 mobiles, Samsung Galaxy M13 5G manufacturing has begun in India. The model number for the new smartphone is SM-M135. The Samsung Galaxy
M33 5G, the company’s next M-series device, will be unveiled on April 2nd. The new…OnePlus Nord CE 2 Lite Spotted: Know Details HereAccording to sources, the OnePlus Nord CE 2 Lite 5G will be available in India shortly. The phone was recently found on Bluetooth SIG. Additional listings on Telecommunications and Digital Government
Regulatory Authority, US Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Camerafv5, TUV Rheinland certification, and the Bureau of Indian Standards indicate that the phone will be available…4th Apr 2022Motorola Edge 30 Specifications: Know What’s Inside ItOn the eve of its formal debut, the Motorola Moto Edge 30‘s specs have been leaking online.
The new Motorola Edge 30 phone is likely available with two unique RAM and storage choices. In addition, Motorola is said to ship devices with Android 12 pre-installed, and its user interface (UI) is called My UX. The…4th Apr 2022Classic Angry Birds Game is Back on App StoresOn March 31, 2022, Rovio Entertainment’s official Twitter account
“Red the Angry Bird” revealed the re-release of the classic Angry Birds Game. The game is now available on iOS and Android smartphones and contains all of the original game’s features. This contains all of the stages, Easter eggs, and bonuses. These are all available to…4th Apr 2022Apple iPhone 14 Might Not have Under-Display Fingerprint
SensorOver the last few months, Apple iPhone 14 leaks are coming frequently. A lot has already been leaked, from the display and RAM specifications to the hole-punch design and CPU. The iPhone 14 series is likely to release in September. There’s still plenty of time for further details to leak out. According to Kuo, the periscope…4th Apr
2022OnePlus Nord Buds Coming Soon: Details HereThe news comes as the FCC database has revealed the upcoming OnePlus Nord Buds with the model number E505A. The design of the TWS is out, as well as some information on the battery capacity. Given its ever-increasing popularity, it’s no surprise that OnePlus is opting for a totally wireless
design for the OnePlus Nord…4th Apr 2022How To Prevent Automatic App Installs On Samsung Smartphones?Samsung has always been one of the top smartphone sellers in India. Their sturdy design, build-quality all contributed to creating this huge user base. But, no matter how advanced these smartphones are, Samsung users are facing certain
privacy issues, and 'Samsung galaxy store automatically installing apps' is one of those. However, there are a few…7 Best Xbox One Games You Must Play In 2022Contrary to popular belief, some of the best Xbox One games are also the best console games of all time. Of course, the Microsoft console has been overshadowed by Sony’s PlayStation in
recent years. However, it still holds up today, thanks to a few gaming titles that continue to push the interest in Microsoft’s offering.…Best TVs Under 15000 In India – 2022Do you want to buy the best TV under 15000 in India right now? We understand how difficult it is to choose the right product from the plethora of options, offers, features, and
prices. TV technology is continuously progressing in terms of software and performance. The introduction of overseas brands like Realme and OnePlus into…Best Earbuds Under 3000 In IndiaBest earbuds under 3000 in India are forthcoming gems. These days, it is the most popular audio accessory, which is small, lightweight, and portable. Before a
decade, we didn’t have many choices in this budget category. However, with the passing of time, they have improved so much and become more affordable. Even a few best…How To Get iPhone Emoji On Android? Quick GuideBeing an avid texter, one thing that I like to keep on experimenting with is emoticons or emojis. There is no denying fact that
emojis spice up the entire conversation by adding the right essence to the texts. But sometimes, you might feel as if you could use a different set of emojis in the…The Best 65 Inch Smart TVs In India – 2022If you want a fully immersive TV viewing experience, you’ll need a bigger screen than 55 inches. You’re gazing at a 65-inch TV in this
circumstance, which provides an immersive viewing experience. Today, we’ll go through the greatest 65-inch TVs money can buy, so you can fully immerse yourself in the movie, TV show, or…Registered Office:Manak Waste Management Pvt Ltd.| B-39, 1st Floor, Middle Circle, Connaught Place, New Delhi-110001, India | CIN:
U27205DL2009PTC190441Manak Waste Management Pvt Ltd. is ISO 27001 Compliance Certified. Name of the person who may be contacted in case of any queries or grievances : Manoj Kumar** All product names, logos, and brands are property of their respective owners. All company, product and service names used in this website are for
identification purposes only. Use of these names, logos, and brands does not imply endorsement.Copyright @ 2022 Cashify All rights reserved
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